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In this three-year project, we will design and implement an image database system to 
facilitate the design of network learning lecture and activity. In the first year, we make 
effort on the area of image indexing and database management. In the second year, to 
enhance the human computer interaction and image retrieval efficiency, we will take a 
view from human cognitive science and special application domain.  In the third year, 
we will focus on the retrieval system design and system interaction.  Here, we 
describe the results of the first year.  We have designed a semantic image indexing 
and retrieval system called CanFind.  To identify the target images of interest in the 
database in the conceptual level, the presented system makes use of keywords as the 
input of searching vehicle.  The system consists of two subsystems, i.e., semantic 
indexing and query expansion. In the semantic indexing, the subsystem includes three 
main building blocks, namely, keyword extraction, keyword expansion, and keyword 
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weighting. The information of WordNet is used to extend existing keywords 
associated with images. This design intends to overcome the drawbacks in 
conventional keyword-based image retrieval system. Next, the resulting word set is 
filtered by a filter to extract common words from the word set and set up the image 
indexing for the corresponding image.  In the query expansion, corpus is used to help 
users find relative or precise results in the facing dilemma of too few or too many 
query results for a given query.  We have implemented the design system, which can 
be accessed on-line. 







































































算式一 Mi 值之計算 
圖三 於延伸資料庫中查詢 house 關鍵字 
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圖八   使用者個人化管理系統 
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